DOCUMENT UPDATES:
Kryton is constantly updating and creating new materials designed to assist you and your team
to grow your business and help you sell more. Here are some recent changes that you should
know about........
NOTE: Links to distributor portal will only work after you log in.
NEW LEAK REPAIR SELLING TOOLS: Kryton now
makes repairs easier with a new installation video
designed to explain the simplified Leak Repair System.
This instructional and informative video works to
highlight the system's advantages, and reduces the
learning curve. The video may be downloaded from our
distributor portal, and is easily referenced on our
website.
This training initiative is one of many sales support tools created and revised to support the
newest product updates that keep us in line with the most current industry needs. Application
Instructions, Technical Data Sheet, Specifications, Presentations, and CAD drawings have all
been updated - so make sure the information you are referencing is up to date.
NEW KRYTONITE TEST REPORT & SELL SHEET: New
test results prove Krytonite's superior swelling
performance translates to stopping water. Concrete
joints, using Krytonite, were recently tested using a
modified version of the DIN 1048-5 test, which
measures the permeability of concrete. Krytonite
successfully maxed out the machines capability and
stopped 0.8MPa (8 bar) of hydrostatic water pressure.
Results have been added to the TDS, Sell Sheet and a
Visual Sell Sheet has been created, along with the
report itself. With the addition of Krytonite Adhesive, Dynamic pricing and the ability to use
Krytonite and Krystol Waterstop Treatment together as a dual waterstop protection, it is no
wonder why Krytonite is becoming the most popular waterstop on the market.

NEW PRODUCT OVERVIEW PRESENTATION: With Kryton's diverse product portfolio
appealing to a wide range of new construction communities - as well as those looking to
resolve problems and increase the life span of existing construction -communicating our
product solutions can be difficult. To assist in these efforts, we've put together a Product
Overview Presentation which provides a simplified overview of Kryton's products.

A valuable tool in the training of new employees, this presentation expands on our Product
Hierarchy and categorizes products based on New vs Existing Construction, and groups them
into Admixtures, Surface Applied Waterproofing, Construction Joints/Details, Repairs and
Restore/Protect products.
Keep up to date - Be Sure. Be Kryton.
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